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Usage Space Based/Geospatial Information In Disaster management
EMERGENCY RESPONSE: Soil Liquefaction in Palu, North Sulawesi
Agreement Regional Support Office

- Quick response team that responsible for providing disaster information
- Development of procedural guideline on emergency response in countries
- Development of booklet on lessons learned about the forest fires in Indonesia for the UN-SPIDER Knowledge Portal
Next Activities – Space Technology Contribution on SDGs

SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goal

• Continue on Disaster Emergency Response Mapping
• Continue as RSO UNSPIDER
• ASEAN Mechanism on Disaster Emergency Response (UN SPIDER – ASEAN SCOSA – UNESCAP)
• JAIF Project on Drought and Flood Monitoring in Paddy Field Area (JAXA- ASEAN SCOSA)
• JAIF Project on Rapid Mapping (TOHUKU University)
• Mapping of land degradation, deforestation, and Landuse/cover change (WRI)
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